Designing nanoparticle translocation through membranes by computer simulations.
Nanoparticle penetration into cells is an important process in drug/gene delivery. Here, we successfully design one type of novel nanoparticles with ligands decorating its surface by dynamic bonds and find that the nanoparticle can spontaneously penetrate through membranes by using dissipative particle dynamics simulations. Moreover, the physical parameters of both ligands (for example, ligand type and density) and nanoparticles (such as size and shape) have significant effects on penetration efficiency and translocation time. Especially for nanoparticles with anisotropic shapes or asymmetric surface decoration, the penetration efficiency may reach about 80%. We also provide insights into the interaction between nanoparticles and asymmetric membranes and find that the membrane asymmetry can even increase the penetration efficiency to above 90%. The present study suggests a potential way to translocate novel nanoparticles through membranes, which may provide new ideas for future experimental nanoparticle design and drug delivery.